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Ready, set, low-code!

Every enterprise is leaning into Power 
Platform for a deep and diverse 
range of low-code benefits: faster 
development cycles, lower costs, 
more flexibility, more freedom.

With Power Platform, if you can 
dream it, it can be done. And Argano 
can help make your dreams come 
true. Lean on our experts across most 
every business scenario and use 
case.

What we do
• Modernization and migration:       

A time-tested use of Microsoft 
Power Platform — tapping Power 
Apps, Power Automate, Power BI, 
and more to seamlessly transition 
data, processes, and people from 
older, on-premises, or even home-
grown applications into new 
systems and workflows.

• Intelligent automation:                  
Get more from all that AI has to 
offer and leverage Power Automate, 
AI Builder, Process Mining, and 
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) 

to reduce manual tasks, improve  
data accuracy, and supercharge 
productivity across most every 
workflow in the enterprise.

• Governance and security: 
Introducing low-code isn’t always 
risk-free: gaps in security can 
occur, integrations or apps may 
be “shaky,” data may get exposed. 
Argano can help establish a robust 
governance framework, ensuring 
data integrity, system security, and 
peace of mind.

• Sustainment and optimization:  
Our team of developers and 
business consultants will 
help ensure the longevity and 
efficiency of all you build with 
Power Platform, assisting on 
overall configuration, monitoring/
optimizing performance, and more 
to help you achieve rapid ROI.

How we do it

The easiest way to get started 
with Argano and Power Platform is 
through a Proof of Concept (PoC) 
engagement.

A Power Platform Powerhouse
• Leverage the expertise and 

experts of a low-code leader

• Collaborative development, 
hands-on training, and more

• Modernize apps, drive 
automation, ensure governance

• From one-day workshops 
to comprehensive managed 
services

Make low-code a lighter load

Our comprehensive 4-week PoC 
implementation includes training for 
users of all levels, a deep dive into 
driving governance, a collaborative 
build to address specific business 
challenges, and delivery and 
implementation of a PoC project.

In addition to a successful PoC, 
Argano can support you in myriad 
ways: project specific development 
by our team, building citizen 
development programs with your 
business, Fusion Accelerator (tapping 
Microsoft’s Fusion methodologies), 
and a complete Power Platform 
Managed Services (PPMS) offering.

With PPMS, both the benefits of 
Power Platform and your access 
to Argano expertise are virtually 
limitless. Lean on our developers 
to build apps and integrations, 
tap our trainers for workshops 
and knowledge-sharing, get all 
the support, service, and system 

From one-offs to workshops to enterprise 
engagements: Argano delivers all you need to 
get the most from low-code development
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About Argano
Argano, a next-generation business and technology services provider, builds Digital Foundations that 
make businesses run better. We are committed to helping clients think differently about how they deploy 
and manage people, processes, and technology. Combining strategic consulting and services, we deliver 
interconnected solutions that enable innovation and drive operational excellence.  
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assistance you require through a 
simple subscription.

Why Argano
Argano is a two-time Microsoft 
Partner of the Year winner and 
holds an Advanced Specializations 
in Microsoft Low Code Application 
Development and Intelligent 
Automation.

We are also a Certified Delivery 
Partner of Microsoft for every one of 
its low code “in a Day” workshops: 
Build an App in a Day, Build a 
Chatbot in a Day, etc.

Perhaps most importantly, 
Argano serves as more than an 
implementation/collaboration 
partner. We’ll conduct detailed 
assessments of your technology 
systems and business strategies and 
help uncover where and how Power 
Platform tools and Argano expertise 
can carry you onward and upward.

Ready to become a Power Platform 
powerhouse? Contact us at     
microsoft@argano.com.
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